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Last day on earth survival gameplay part 1

Last Day on Earth: Survival (MOD MENU) Version 1.17.6 The survival game is getting the attention of many people. Thanks to the new gameplay, realistic stickiness and exciting experience, it gradually becomes a top-notch genre at the moment. Last Day on Earth: Survival is a product available in the
early days of this type of game. So far, it still maintains its position compared to many siblings of the same style. A ruined world, the last hopeThe game is set in the world of ruined ruin. It's Dystopia, where everything has collapsed and only a few people exist. Last Day on Earth: Survival, tells the story of
the last humans who survived a catastrophe in 2027. A strange and powerful virus quickly knocked out the entire civilization. flourishing people on earth. Now, the whole scene is just a ruin, people only have a very small amount left, resources exhausted and pollution. Players will play the role of the last
survivors on this planet. Everything's dead, only they've still wobbly survived in the last few days. Everyone has to die, but never let go of themselves. These people must try to escape the shelter to find the necessities for their lives. In addition, clashes with zombies infected with the evil virus are also
fierce. Weapons and ammunition are also something they must constantly collect. Even when everything is properly prepared, they have to produce weapons themselves. How many days can you survive on this trip? The answer no one knows. Play! You have to live at all costs If you have come to this
world, players will have to try to survive at all costs. First, the player will have to slowly learn everything and gradually realize how to survive. You must first pay attention to your important statistics. You have to eat to have the energy to stay active all day, in addition to drinking water. When the needs of
your body are enough, you also need to sleep after a strenuous journey. Players also need to move with resources that are too valuable. They are valuable materials for the creation, creation of weapons and the transport of different types. There was no moment of peace during this trip. Zombies are
always a horror when they appear. In dense and annoying quantities, they will chase you to the end. Until you attack and create enough space to run to safety, this nightmare will strike. If bitten by them, you will lose, your body will be turned into a zombie. Can a bat or a road sign be used for anything that
fits at hand and can be used to react? It's all right! Build a solid shelter to protect yourself and your friendsIn the whole game, you don't always have to go out and do dangerous work. Last Day on Earth: Survival is a survival game in the real world, so you have to sleep. It's exactly one of the things that do
regularly and regularly if you want to have the strength to fight your enemies. Therefore, a shelter must be erected safely. If it's not safe enough, you'il be killed when you're helpless. Moreover, when when need to prepare weapons and plan tactics also need a safe place. Build your shelter so firmly. In
addition, a solid wall does not necessarily defend well. Attack is the ultimate defense, so the camp needs more poisonous traps. You can plant huge bombs or find a way to suddenly make your opponent die. Raging in the surrounding corridors and quickly looting objectsThe truth is that you are not the
only one alive in the world. People nearby also constantly fight and grow for their survival. Resources are limited and those around you who thrive will be vulnerable. Finally, they will inevitably be invading and take all their wealth. In order for this not to happen, we must continually declare war, contain
both sides and develop military forces. In general, you have to take care of yourself and not let yourself be lost against the forces that surround you. Event places Ruined lab and scientists vanI will be the last places to challenge yourself. This is most evident in the next update of the season. These places
are housed in an advanced theme with new studies that give a unique atmosphere. You'll actually get a nice reward with games like this. In addition, players will test new strategies on completely unique terrain that had never been available before. MOD Feature Crafting and buildingfree; Endless skill
points (you can spend them even if you don't have enough) ;D viewing individual things; Eating any food satisfies hunger and thirst as much as possible; All the skins and modifications for the helicopter are open; After starting the game, click the round button at the top left to open the mod menu, which
has the following options:Split items increases their number; Open all creation recipes (regardless of character level); Instant walking movement across the global map (events don't appear without wasting energy); Open all events (it may break the game); First aid kits and food are not spent after use
(disable if you can't place items); Receive an unknown box + marauders will appear in the home location (you have to go to the map and return to the location after the passage, use only when you pass the map and when you return to the home location);Immortality; High damage; Quick walk; The Mafia
stops. ScreenshotDownload Now Last Day on Earth MOD APK is a wise choice to download right now if you are a beginner or a skilled survivor. Introducing Last Day on Earth: Survival Last Day on Earth: Survival is a very attractive zombie survival game that I experienced alongside Into the Dead 2 (A
survival game that combines FPS on the zombie theme). Because I still present the survival game Last Day on Earth: Survival while another game of just published yesterday? There are two reasons: firstly, the game is just like Into the Dead 2 on the subject, and the history, gameplay and perspective of
both games are completely different. The second, the game is an online game and has a perfect MOD version. You can tell, both of these games games crazy moments no less than each other. I put Into the Dead 2 on the board compared to Last Day on Earth: Survival is no accident. If Into the Dead 2
requires quick reflexes, then Last Day on Earth: Survival asks for something else. What Last Day on Earth: Survival requires the player to be tactical thinking and judgment. History I've always talked about the story before when I decided to write a game review because the story is the most important
soul. If the story is good, the gameplay and other details will be interesting and worth playing. And the story of Last Day on Earth is just like that. The game takes players to the last days of Earth, as swarms of zombies quickly spread like a global epidemic. The number of zombies even exceeds the
number of survivors. The player at the moment, as a lucky man alive, tries to survive as long as possible with the few remaining things and prevent the bloody zombies that surround you. In Last Day on Earth, every element is no longer important. Whether it's love, friendship or whatever. What we need
now is to live, no means what. New gameplay This game has unique gameplay in Kefir games. It is similar to other products of the company such as Grim Soul (Survival in the magic world) and Frostborn (Survival in the ancient world). Starting out of nowhere, you'll need to start the journey by collecting
the few remaining items and materials scattered everywhere and avoiding the attack from blood-sucking zombies. With some branches or stones, you will have to use them as a self-defense weapon, used to cut trees and create a safe base for yourself. The character of the game Last Day on Earth also
needs to eat, so you need to stock up on food... The last day on Earth brings a sense of excitement, fear and some excitement to zombies around the world and always looks for survivors to eat. Only safe and secure shelters can help you stay alive in this game. When you die, you'il have to start over with
zero. So everything you do should be carefully considered, no matter where you go or what you do. Collect multiple weapons with the potential for damage such as guns or TB to protect your body. They will help protect you when suddenly attacked. Fight to the end You probably know that in PUBG or
Fortnite, players will have to fight against 99 other players to become the only survivor. This way, Last Day on Earth is not inferior when the player besides fighting zombies, he has to be careful with other players who always try to kill you and take control of your resources. When you're alone, you can't
resist the growing zombie wave, you can collaborate with certain players in a syndicate to fight zombies or other players. Gameplay is very difficult Last Day on Earth: Survival is a difficult game. Partly because of its own gameplay, in because the publisher will not give instructions during the game. The
only way to survive is to get stronger through leveling up. Every time you collect, build, build, destroy, you will earn cumulative experience points until you level up. The higher level will allow players to earn more advanced items and unlock new features. There is nothing to criticize about the not only good
graphics, Last day on Earth: survival is also beautiful. This game features 3D graphics with a realistic, easy-to-see design with a third view. Small details in the game have taken care because the object system is extremely rich. At the top right of the screen, there is a radar that allows you to detect
zombies coming towards you. Below are the navigation keys and functional buttons such as attachment, shrinkage, bag opening or hide ... APKDownload.cc APKDownload.cc
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